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Father Michael Kerper is the pastor 
of St. Patrick Parish in Nashua.

EAR FATHER KERPER: A few months ago  
I heard a priest say something about angels 
participating in every Mass. I never heard this 
before. Is this just his pious opinion? And if 

it’s true, what’s the point of it?

The priest you mentioned did in-
deed speak the truth: in a sense angels 
do “attend” every Mass as well as other 
liturgical events, such as the Divine 
Office.

How do we know this for sure? By 
way of a principle called lex orandi lex 
credendi. Loosely translated, this means 
that the Church’s official prayers, espe-
cially within the Eucharist, accurately 
express Catholic belief. 

By acknowledging the angelic 
presence at Mass, we can deepen our 
understanding of worship, thereby 
overcoming boredom and distraction.

THE angels AMONG US

To understand how angels have a positive spiritual 
effect on us, we need to know what they are; and what 
they do.

First, angels are immortal spiritual persons created 
directly, instantaneously and simultaneously by God. 
In other words, God brought them all into existence 
by a single divine act; their numbers neither grow nor 
diminish. Being pure spirits with intellect and free 
will, they have no bodies.

Second, all angels have one permanent task: the 
ceaseless and collective worship of God.

When we hear the word worship, we may tend to 
think of it negatively, perhaps even as the enslavement 
of inferior creatures to Almighty God. This misses the 
true point. Rather than enslaving us, genuine worship 
actually liberates us and lifts us up toward a personal 
and life-giving friendship with God. How so?

St. Thomas Aquinas, the 13th century priest and doc-
tor of the Church, explained worship in a dazzling way. 
He made two points.

First, he said that worship “consists in the soul being 
united with God by the intellect and affections.” Wor-
ship, then, actually draws the worshipper into a loving 
union with God. The one who worships, whether 
angelic or human, becomes more and more God-like.

Second, St. Thomas described worship as “gazing on 
the Divine Truth Itself.”

Here’s what happens.
Human beings “know” other people primarily 

through their faces, which wordlessly express moods, 
character, emotions and so forth. In the act of worship, 
persons, whether angelic or human, “gaze” upon God. 
This causes them to grow in the love and knowledge 
of God. As they become ever more familiar with God 
through “gazing,” God transforms them, allowing them 
to become God-like. Worship, then, is not a passive and 
static “looking” at God. Instead, it sanctifies us.

Here we discover what the angels do for us. They 
act as a massive congregation of worshipping spirits. 
Moreover, human beings enter the single unified choir, 
which consists primarily of angels. Two prayers used 
within the Mass clearly support this astounding image.

First, we have the Sanctus, one of the oldest prayers 
continually used at Mass. Almost everyone knows it 
by heart:

Holy, Holy, Holy Lord God of hosts.
Heaven and earth are full of your glory.
Hosanna in the highest.
Blessed is he who comes
in the name of the Lord.
Hosanna in the highest.

The first two lines come from Isaiah, who describes 
how the seraphim — the fiery angels — ceaselessly 
glorify “Yahweh Sabaoth” seated on the divine throne in 
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heaven (cf. Is 6:3). These sung words also 
appear in Revelation 4:8.

Father Joseph Jungmann, S.J., the 
great liturgical scholar, stressed that the 
Sanctus was almost always and every-
where sung by the priest and people 
from earliest times. He clearly affirms 
that angelic and human voices do indeed 
merge together in a single, unified and 
continuous action of worship, an act that 
joins heaven and earth together.

Even more important, the Church’s of-
ficial prayer reinforces what Father Jung-
mann taught. We find this expressed in 
every eucharistic preface in the Roman 
Missal. Though the words may differ 
somewhat, the core element remains: 
angels and humans are urged to glorify 
God together by singing.

Second, most Masses celebrated on 
Sunday and the greater feasts include 
the Gloria. This hymn, which begins 
with the brief hymn sung by the angels 
on Christmas morning (cf. Luke), settled 
into its current form about 1500 years 
ago. Its position within the first part of 
Mass stresses that the angels are pres-
ent from the very outset, not just at the 
consecration.

This beautiful belief about angelic 
participation in worship has great impor-
tance today because many Catholics feel 
alone when they go to Mass. However, if 
we truly believe what the Church “prays 
to be true,” then we must see the whole 
reality, not just the visible. And so we may 
ask: “How many angels are out there in 
the empty pews?”

Though the Church offers no definitive 
teaching here, St. Thomas Aquinas pro-
posed a well-grounded opinion. He wrote:

“It must be said that the angels, even 
inasmuch as they are immaterial sub-
stances, exist in exceedingly great num-
ber, far beyond all material multitudes.”

When we worship, whether in a grand 
cathedral or a humble country church, 
we must open our eyes to the invisible 
spiritual beings who surround us with 
love, active concern and benevolent 
protection.

Moreover, as these angels gaze upon 
God face to face they simultaneously 
pray for us that we, like them, will see 
what they see  — God in the fullness of  
unveiled glory.  

Preserving 
Christ’s  
healing  
ministry

Dr. Joseph Pepe is the president and CEO of CMC 
Healthcare System: Catholic Medical Center, New 
England Heart & Vascular Institute, and several 
subsidiaries. He and his wife reside in Manchester.

s the CEO of a Catholic hospital, I’m often asked, “What 
does it mean for a hospital to have a ‘Catholic identity?’” 
The answer differs depending on who you ask. Some 

might reference moral teachings like forbidding abortion and 
euthanasia. Others might highlight social responsibility, the 
presence of religious pictures and symbolism, or a hospital’s union 
with its local bishop. Still others may talk about robust pastoral 
and spiritual care. All of these are important parts of our Catholic 
identity; but the full meaning of Catholic identity is so much more 
than any one of these things. 

The heart of a health care organization’s Catholic identity is to carry out Christ’s 
healing ministry. The Gospels tell wonderful stories of Jesus healing all manners of 
affliction, including death itself. Jesus also addressed social symptoms like isolation 
and rejection when he cured the sick of their physical ailments. In Jesus’ time, 
those with a disease like leprosy were cast out of society. It’s nearly impossible to 
overstate the significance of Jesus’ healing touch — a touch that eradicated physical 
symptoms and social repercussions. He did this at a great risk, for associating with 
the sick, lame and mentally ill often led to public exile.  

Practicing Christ’s healing ministry means being a part of something larger 
than ourselves. At CMC, we care for those who live on the margins through such 
programs as our Pregnancy Care Center, Health Care for the Homeless and the 
Poisson Dental Clinic.

At CMC, we do not take our Catholic identity lightly. It is the foundation for all 
our decisions and actions. We carefully follow the Ethical and Religious Directives 
for Catholic Health Care Services (ERDs), perform ERDs audits on a yearly basis 
and continuously aim to improve. We seek guidance from Catholic literature, our 
bishop, ethicists and canon lawyers. When we created GraniteOne Health more 
than five years ago, we relied on guidance from Bishop Peter Libasci, the National 
Catholic Bioethics Center (NCBC) and a canon lawyer. When we decided to 
combine GraniteOne Health with Dartmouth-Hitchcock Health, we again consulted 
with Bishop Libasci, the NCBC and other experts to be sure we in no way strayed 
from our Catholic moral tradition. I encourage you to read 
the Bishop’s Message in the March/April issue of Parable and, 
in particular, follow the link included in the article to view 
everything we have done to maintain and preserve our Catholic 
identity for decades to come. I am proud that CMC’s Catholic 
identity has remained vital throughout our 128-year history. 
Today, we are ensuring its place for generations! 
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